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Haverford College Faculty Meeting Minutes 

 

February 21, 2013     Deborah Roberts, Clerk 

4:15 p.m. 

 

Moment of silence. 

 

Action I. Approval of the minutes of January 24, 2013. 

  

II. Reports, Items for Action, and Items for discussion  
 

1. FAPC (Peter Love) (att. docs.) 

 

a. Proposals for changes to faculty elections: #1 On the attached document. 

 

There were no questions; the Clerk called for a straw-poll: 

33 votes, Yes 33, No 0(zero) 

The Clerk asked: Do we have a consensus? Yes. 

 

Action II: YES on proposal #1 for changing faculty election procedure.  

 

b. Peter then asked for discussion on proposals #2 ( which clarifies and collects 

and clears up prevailing “folk knowledge”) and #3 which is a new proposal, 

but something we have been discussing for two years now without bringing it 

to proposal stage. 

 

 QUESTION(s): What does the phrase “Continuing Faculty” mean in the phrase “ all 

tenured faculty and Continuing Faculty?” Does this mean “anyone who has just joined 

the faculty as “Continuing,” (and at what rank?), or does it assume only someone who is 

of that status but has been here for some time and perhaps thus at the rank of Associate 

Professor (as “tenured” would assume)? The adjective “Continuing” does not imply 

anything about rank and/or longevity of appointment here, whereas “tenured” does. There 

was some discussion on what this phrase has meant, on what our procedure has been in 

the past, on whether we would in fact be making any new such appointments in this 

category; it was observed that we have around 13 such appointments at the moment. It 

seemed that more clarification was needed on this question of which people were 

intended to be “eligible” in the proposal. 

 

The Clerk called for a straw-poll [on proposal #2 and proposal #3 together]: 

 40 votes, Yes 37, No 0 (zero), Undecided 3 

 

2. EPC (Anne McGuire) att. docs. 

 

a. The Haverford Flagship students and formally completing/ not completing 

their degrees: Can Haverford Flagship students march at commencement with 

their original class? (as Bryn Mawr students do): for discussion today is the 
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EPC proposal that Haverford students will no longer get an INC on their 

degree-record but rather a grade for the senior work (Russian 399) that they 

have completed, and that they thus CAN march with their original class. (The 

Funder is fully supportive of this arrangement; as long as the degree is not 

actually conferred, the criteria for ”undergraduate status” is satisfied.) 

 

QUESTION: Can any student opt for deferring the degree until after five years (whether 

to take further courses, or for any other reason such as financial need or INS-status?) And 

if so, can they thus defer paying back their student loans?  REPLY: We see that this 

raises a problem. We have been consulting with our College Counsel about the Flagship 

issue all along, and (COMMENT) it is now suggested that we consult our attorneys on 

this issue too.  

 

The Clerk called for a straw-poll: 

 40 votes, Yes 35, No 1, Undecided 4 
 

b. EPC and SEADS: (Bret Mulligan): a new preregistration and lottery 

procedure (for discussion.) N.B.: This would not be for SPRING 3013 but for 

FALL 2013 on the assumption that the SEADS system is up and running then. 

 

COMMENT: Why not invent an entirely new system which would give us more 

information about real student intentions, (in contrast to student strategies for maximizing 

the possibility of getting into limited-enrollment courses), so as to help the faculty as 

advisers? A new system which uses student-preferences and instant-runoff, much like our 

new faculty-election voting system?  

 

COMMENT: Would this new EPC proposal mean even more faculty advising-time 

spent? Another system which showed preferences (such as in the Comment above?) 

might allow us to do better advising. 

 

REPLY: We don’t know how this proposed change would work out; it may indeed 

change the advising process, but not necessarily by demanding more advising time.\ 

 

COMMENT: Where (in the proposal) is the incentive for a student to actually change 

registration? It would be better if we created an entirely new lottery system which did 

this? 

 

COMMENT: It is not only the preregistration for LE capped courses which are a 

problem; what we do here affects the preregistration for NON-lottery courses too. 

Perhaps we could have two separate registration systems: have students enroll for NON-

lotteried courses which they KNOW they will take (AND HENCE THOSE TEACHING 

THOSE COURSES WOULD KNOW WHAT THE ENROLLMENT WILL 

ACTUALLY BE) and a separate preregistration for lotteried courses.  

 

REPLY (Provost): WHAT EPC/SEADS WAS DOING WAS TRYING TO MAKE AN 

INCREMENTAL IMROVEMENT. That was what we took as our mandate, the context 
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being that the whole registration process was being changed in a fundamental way by 

installing the SEADs system. We were looking at technical changes, not policy changes. 

BMC has agreed with this technical improvement; any policy change would necessitate a 

Bi-College discussion. We could open up that larger discussion next year. 

 

QUESTION: Why do we still have a long “shopping period,” which creates a whole 

culture of uncertainty in the first two weeks. (Most of our peers don’t find the need for 

it.)  

 

The Clerk called for a straw-poll:  

38 votes, Yes 21, No 6, Undecided 11 

 

 III. The Report of the President  

 

Report on the Board meeting: fiscal 14 budget was approved. There was a preliminary 

discussion of the strategic plan (below.)  

 

The effect of the 2008-2009 global economic crisis was 1) a significant decline of value 

of our endowment which provides 30% of our operating budget, 2) an ongoing economic 

malaise affecting family income, so that financial aid costs have more than doubled, 3) a 

difficult fundraising environment. 

 

We remain an institution with significant financial resources which continues to compete 

well with much wealthier institutions in quality and reputation. In order to continue to do 

so, we need a plan to thrive in the new economic realities of the world. 

 

We want you to see the constraints and the possible trade-offs. I think that the Campus 

constituency itself should take the initiative and present this plan to the Board, (who are 

not so much our “Managers” as our “Overseers.”) 

 

This is a draft….,draft… draft! It is a simulation, a model put together by the skill of 

Mike Casel. The Senior Staff and AAC have achieved consensus on it (although the Dean 

of Admissions has asked to stand outside the consensus on the Financial Aid issue.) This 

is a disciplined progressive approach about maintaining excellence and attractiveness, 

given the constraints. 

 

I now introduce Mike Casel, (Assoc. VP of Finance) to present: Financial Sustainability 

and Endowment Management: a 10 year plan. (att. docs.) (Mike’s slide-show.) 

 

The Assumptions of the Model 

 

A balanced budget for the first five years, and then 5 years of projected surpluses; with 

contingencies built in. 

 

Enrollment to increase from 1195 to 1220 over five years, then holding steady. 
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Increase of Student charges to decrease to 3 % (reflecting inflationary-like levels of 

increases over time.) 

 

The discount rate (linked to student charges, of course) will grow, with a modification of 

the No-loans policy, to generate $6,000,000 in 10 years. We will have to discuss Need-

Blind Admissions. 

 

Salaries will slowly increase (assuming a low inflation rate of 1.7%) up to 3 %. 

 

Our Capital and R & R improvements will return to the original schedule in 2015 and 

then we will sustain it. 

 

Endowment spending, which is 5.4% now, will go down to at least 4.3 % (aiming for the 

low 4’s), assuming a #250,000,000 Campaign achievement and a 7% return on 

investments. 

 

There will be Growth in Faculty and staff to match it, at about 2/ per year for 2016-2022; 

6 faculty have already been added, and some staff support. The goal is 20 over the 10 

years, on a pay-as-you-go plan. 

 

We assume a growth in the Annual Fund. 

 

QUESTION: Is “Pay-as-you-go” in addition to the assumed $250,000,000 Campaign 

gains? REPLY: NO, it is part of it. 

 

QUESTION: Do the new faculty lines have to come out of the $250,000,000 rather  than 

the Annual Fund? REPLY:  Yes, not out of the Annual Fund. 

 

QUESTION: Why was there a blank for faculty growth in 2014-2015, when EPC just 

announced the opening for new faculty lines proposals? REPLY (EPC): We have 

already received, as announced last month, one expansion position for next year (East 

Asian Studies); any others would be openings as a result of retirements and departures. 

 

COMMENT: I notice 14 new staff positions: why not have fewer but with higher 

salaries? REPLY: We are making a combination of underwriting existing salaries and 

evolving new lines. 

 

QUESTION: How are we going to accommodate the new (n.b., 40) students without 

reversing the returned living-room spaces in the dorms? REPLY: There are empty HCA 

buildings now that we have built the new dorms. 

 

QUESTION: Why do we have to discuss Need-Blind admissions? REPLY (President): 

We must discuss it because it is a distressed part of the budget; we have to just be open-

eyed about it.  
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QUESTION: Would not raising the entire $250,000,000 in the Campaign have a 

dramatic effect? REPLY: Yes, perhaps; but it would depend on just what wasn’t 

raised… 

 

COMMENT: On No-Loan policy: eliminating it would produce just $700,000 a year , 

not much in the balance. Could we specially feature No-loan fundraising?  What would 

we need to retain our No-loan policy? REPLY (President): Well, we have to assume 

that there would be a continuous growth of Need. We would be in good company if we 

changed it. But this needs a lot of discussion. 

 

QUESTION: Does this strategic plan assume a continuation of Need-Blind Admissions? 

REPLY: Yes. 

 

COMMENT: This plan assumes frozen salaries, increasing only at inflation rates. We 

are already at the bottom of our competition for salaries. We won’t be able to recruit 

good young people. We will have a declining morale of the people trapped here. 

 

Moreover, if we track staff-increase with faculty-increase, we will end up with a staff-

centered, rather than a faculty-centered, campus (which was what the academic 

enrichment plan was about.)What is the rationale for this? 

 

COMMENT: I would like to make a distinction between 1) the quality of students which 

we bring here and 2) the quality of the institution to which we bring students. This plan 

seems to set one against the other in a zero/sum game. On the issue of No-Loans Policy, I 

prefer spending more on the quality of the institution and less on the quality of students. 

 

COMMENT (a reply): A No-loan policy is not only about who are our admitted 

students; it also means that our graduates can graduate debt-free and are free to choose to 

“do good” at low-paying careers. 

 

COMMENT: Many graduate programs (law schools) have a Forgivable-loan policy, 

which stretches out the pay-off time to an eventual no-pay, and could satisfy the goals of 

both the previous speakers. 

 

(LATER) COMMENT (the President): We do have to makes choices, so we need your 

help is choosing. But we are wealthy in both money and in non-money qualities, so we 

can do it; but we need to make difficult tradeoffs. 

 

COMMENT: The “benefits”-cost increase seems too low at 0.3%, since certainly health 

costs are going up much more. REPLY: “Benefits” is a percentage of total 

compensation; indeed, health is projected to go up 8-10%.  

 

COMMENT: The % of our International Students admission is going up; most do not 

get financial aid; but they cost us expenditures. Increasing by 40 students may not strain 

dorm space, but it will break some science courses because of lab space. 
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COMMENT: Our staff quality is much better now because we have better people, not 

because we have more of them. But we need to have higher staff salaries to have better 

staff people. 

 

IV. Items for discussion, continued 

 

a. FAPC/ Council (Peter Love); unified dates/scheduling of personnel cases (att. 

doc.) 

 

We are suggesting a change of practice in the date of submission of 

documents by candidates; the new calendar does not say when Council 

discusses a case, nor exactly when the President announces the final decision. 

Main Features of schedule:  

 

Wednesday after Commencement: CV and a preliminary short statement (to 

assist Council in setting Presenters and Presenter to begin assembling a case.) 

 

August 15: For tenure and Full Prof., all materials to be submitted, no new 

material after this date. (Further updates on the CV may be communicated to 

Provost.) 

 

November 1: Presenters to submit such (above) dossiers. 

 

First Wednesday December: For Continuing re-appointment and tenure track 

re-appointment., all materials submitted, no new materials after this date 

(Further updates may be communicated to Provost.) 

 

February 1: Presenters to submit such (above) dossiers. 

 

Normally, prior to end of last faculty meeting of the year The President will 

notify candidates after decision has been made. (Presidential discretion about 

whether candidates are notified in batches or independently.) Public 

announcements of outcomes will be at one or more faculty meetings during 

the academic year.  

 

COMMENTS: Tenure cases come up in August, but that whole summer is 

precisely when a candidate is trying to finish more work.  Could we de-couple 

Tenure and Full Professor cases? Could all Full Professor cases come up in 

August and Tenure cases come up in October rather than August? Can the 

staff handle all these cases that come in at the same time? REPLY(S): Tenure 

candidates have normally had six years to prepare their cases; re-appointment 

cases have had less time. Although candidates’ materials all come in at the 

same time, the staff does not have to handle the materials immediately on the 

same day beyond noting their presence. LATER REPLY: De-coupling 

Tenure from Full Professor cases, and waiting until October to ask for 
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external letters, will lead to problems getting outside reviewers who will be 

otherwise-committed by then. 

 

The Clerk noted that we had come to the Open Question Period time. 

 

V: Open Question Period 

 

 COMMENT: On the subject of the principle of “the same treatment for all”: I 

would note that candidates have very differing circumstances. To treat everyone the same 

may not be “equitable.” Could there not be “special circumstances?” 

 

 REPLY: The Provost does make judgments for flexibility; for instance, the 

normative target of six years can in reality be seven years. The balance of this proposal is 

for “equal treatment.” 

 

The Clerk called for a straw-poll:  

36 votes Yes 16  Yes with Minor changes 12 No1 Undecided 7 

 

COMMENT: We recently had a report from Honor Council about the increase in 

the number of violations of the Academic Honor Code. Are we following up on this? 

 

COMMENT: I am concerned about the prevalence of cheating, both the 

seriousness of them and the sheer volume of such cases. Apparently we can no longer 

give take-home mid-term exams, and it is often impossible to give in-class exams 

because increasing numbers of students needs extra time. We have to think of new exam 

procedures. Should we have a Self-scheduled exam-period in the middle of the semester?  

 

COMMENT: This is something that EPC and the Deans will have to address: is 

the Honor Code still working? Are we deluding ourselves? 

 

Adjourned at 6:00 p.m.    

     Linda Gerstein, Secretary to the Faculty 

 

 

 

 


